COLLEGE WINS AND LOSES

Lafayette And Hilltop Break Even In Dual Debate.

In the dual debate between Georgetown and Lafayette each college was credited with one victory and one defeat, Saturday night in Gaston Hall. Georgetown received the verdict of the judges. On the same evening at Easton, Pa., Lafayette was awarded the decision over another team from the Hilltop. The question debated was, "Resolved, That the use of the injunction in labor disputes should be abolished."


During the week of April 3rd to 9th the Georgetown Rifle Team conquered the hitherto undefeated Yale Rifle Team in a dual match by the scores of 496 to 498 out of possible 500 points. Until the match, the Lafayette town, Yale had emerged victorious in every match. Her record includes an international victory over the combined teams of Oxford and Cambridge.

In last week's match each team entered fifteen men, and the five highest scores counted. Each man fired ten shots from a 45-caliber rifle in prone position at a range of fifty feet.

Four Georgetown men made perfect scores, Joseph A. McDonogh, '27, Edward D. Murphy, '27, Robert E. Morgan, '25, and Gerard J. Guilfoyle, '22. There were four men tied for fifth place on the team with scores of 99 out of a possible 100. Frank M. Niccolai, '22, Albert H. Kirchner, '22, Theodore Fithian and Edward E. Rubinczinsky, second and third for Lafayette, developed the better of the four scores of the injunction in labor disputes. John S. McCann, second speaker for Georgetown, offered as a substitute for the injunction a court of industrial relations. Joseph A. McCowan, last speaker for the Hilltop, showed the usefulness of such a court, and its superiority over the use of the injunction, Theodore Fithian and Edward E. Rubinczinsky, second and third for Lafayette, developed the better of the four scores.

The rebuttals were spirited and to the point. Lafayette attacked the court of industrial relations as proposed by Georgetown. The Hilltoppers devoted their rebuttals to piercing the weak points in the argumentation of the negative. The judges awarded the debate to Georgetown, with but one dissenting vote.

The judges were the Hon. William P. Harding, Governor of the Federal Reserve Board; the Hon. Charles S. Hamin, Federal Reserve Board; the Hon. Elston Thompson, Commissioner of the Federal Trade Commission; Mr. Joshua Evans, Vice President of the Farmers National Bank, and Mr. Gus J. Karger, former President of the National Bank of Commerce and Trust Co., Philadelphia.

Ground was broken this week at Georgetown University Preparatory School in Garrett Park for the construction of a new dormitory to complete the building plans of the institution.

Yale's Crack Team Defeated

Leads 10-2, Until Ninth, When Reynolds Eases Up And Ithicans Score Five Runs.

Georgetown defeated Cornell 10-7, last Saturday in a loosely played game, scoring seven runs in the second and third innings, and running three more in the last two innings by timely hitting. Cornell was never dangerous until the ninth, when with the score 10-3, they started a fierce rally, and pushed over five runs on three hits and three errors, but with two on base and two out. Art Reynolds struck out Mayer, Cornell's captain and wheeled to the rally left shore. The feature of the game was the work of the rejuvenated Georgetown infield. They had plenty of snap and team work, and the fourteen assists, two double plays, and one error shows that they were effective. They were. Flavin looked particularly good. Murphy's big bat looked out of order, and a single, responsible for five runs.

Cornell broke the ice in the second inning. Betts, first up, drew a pass. He stole second, and took third on Cowan's hit. One of Reynolds' curves slipped by Kenyon, and Betts started for home. Reynolds covered the plate, and had plenty of time to get the runner, but the slippery ball got away from him. Cowan took third on the play, and Flavin led off for center field. Malley scored. Flavin struck out, but Murphy wanted for one of Malley's curves, and spanked it over the right field bleachers for a home run, bringing in three runs. Sheridan drew four balls, but was stranded when Sheedy struck out.

In the fourth Kenyon waited out Maloney for a base on balls, and Reynolds repeated the stunt. They worked a fast double steal, getting to the bags swiftly. Betts did not throw. Bossonette was out on strikes. Dudack was up, and Georgetown tried the squeeze play. The Cornell catcher interfered with Dudack's attempt to bunt as Kenyon started for the plate. Kenyon scored and Dudack was sent to first for the interference. Malley got four balls, filling the bases. Cowan left the pitcher's box, singling Reynolds and Dudack. Murphy stole second, and Cowan let the catcher's throw go to center field. Maloney tried to bunt, but Murphy was cramped trying to make third.

Several who relieved Maloney in the fourth held Georgetown in check for the rest of the game. The Hilltoppers began to get to him in the seventh. Sheedy drew a pass and stole second. Kenyon hit a hit one to short, which Cowan booted while Sheedy reached third. Continued on page 6
General Phillips, Secretary Of N. R. A., has received a letter a short time. The letter follows:

Major William Hobson, commandant of the R. O. T. C, has received a letter from Brigadier General F. H. Phillips, secretary and executive officer of the National Rifle Association praise the excellent work of the Rifle Team and congratulating Major Hobson on his success in developing a star team in such a short time. The letter follows:

Washington, D. C.,
March 28, 1921.
Major William H. Hobson, U. S. A.,
Professor of Military Science and Tactics, Georgetown University,
Washington, D. C.

My dear Major Hobson:

As Secretary of the National Rifle Association of America, I have followed with much interest the progress of the two Georgetown University Rifle Teams in the current intercollegiate gallery matches. It is interesting to note that the proficiency of the two teams has been brought about apparently since the late December, since the early scores of the two teams would indicate inexperienced shots, while the team records of 497 each out of a possible 500 in the recent report of the sixth stage of the match are evidence of what can be accomplished with new riflemen in a short period of time under efficient supervision.

It is particularly gratifying to this office that your club has entered two teams of ten men each in the matches, thereby developing a considerable number of marksmen. It is hoped that your example will be followed by other colleges in the future, as there is no better place to promote the worthy sport of marksmanship than in the colleges of America.

The National Intercollegiate matches scheduled in connection with the approaching R. O. T. C. summer camps and the National Matches at Camp Perry, Ohio, will furnish an excellent incentive to our colleges to promote the new sport, which we are glad to note has been placed in the same camp as other college sports in many of our leading institutions. The National Rifle Association of America stands ready to assist in promoting this worthy sport, which will be a great step along the road to National preparedness.

With best wishes for the continued success of the Georgetown University Rifle Club and congratulating you upon its success, I am,

Cordially yours,
F. H. Phillips, Jr.
Secretary, N. R. A.

P. H. A. P. H. A.

Phi Alpha had a very enjoyable banquet at the Arlington Hotel Sunday evening, March 27th. The banquet was given in honor of the new honorary member of the fraternity, Dr. Harry Lewis, and the recent initiates of Gamma chapter of Georgetown University and Alpha chapter of George Washington University.

The Initiation Hop of Phi Alpha will take place at the Lafayette Hotel on the evening of April 16th.

Franklin Square Barber Shop
Georgetown Headquarters
Downtown
14th and K Streets Northwest

# Chesterfield

* Give your friends the real thing—introduce them to Chesterfield! Odds are they’ll find just what you’ve found in this wonderful Turkish-Domestic blend — a smoke that by comparison seems "way out of its price class" and 4¢, "They Satisfy!"
YEARLINGS DIP IN SOCIAL TEA
Lou. Slattery And Committee Stage Pleasant Affair At Rauscher's.

The Freshman tea dance, the first social event given this year by the class of 1924, was held yesterday afternoon at Rauscher's, and about one hundred and fifty couples attended. It was one of the most enjoyable tea dances of the College this season. Bernstein's famous St. Mark's Orchestra made the afternoon a lively one and both socially and financially the affair was a success.

The Freshman Committee in charge of the tea dance consisted of Louis J. Slattery, chairman; Charles J. Kelly, Anthony P. O'Dea, John M. Hennessey, Peter J. Walsh, and John F. Daily.

KAPPA PHI CHI INITIATES SEVEN
Largest Medical Fraternity Takes In New Members At Georgetown.

At the annual initiations of the Kappa Phi Chi medical fraternity last Saturday evening, April 9th, in the new house on K Street, seven new members were taken into the fraternity: Michael J. Murphy, James H. Fagan, Walter E. Gonzales, Robert S. York, Charles A. Lalley, Emil C. Buz, and Edward A. Graham.

Dr. John F. Shugroc, who is a member of the medical staff of the Georgetown University Hospital, and a member of the Alumni Athletic Association Council spoke to the one hundred and fifty assembled members on the benefits of a fraternity such as Kappa Phi Chi. This fraternity is the largest medical fraternity in the country.

300 MEET TO BOOST UNIVERSITY PROJECT
Georgetown Union Keeps Things Moving In Snappy Fashion.

More than three hundred members attended the monthly meeting of the Georgetown Union last Sunday morning, April 10th, in Gaston Hall. Thomas F. O'Brien, '21, of the Dental School, acted as chairman of the meeting in accordance with the custom of the Union to have the chairmanship of meetings alternate each month among the various schools.

Much to the disappointment of the Union, the Hon. James A. Reed, United States Senator from Missouri, who was to have been the principal speaker for the occasion, was unable to be present at the meeting. He will speak at the next meeting of the Union in May. The Rev. Edward S. Brock, S. J., the spiritual director of the Union, gave the members a short talk in which he discussed matters concerning the Union and its further development.

The matter of co-operating with the local K. of C. in securing up-to-date boarding houses for the members of the Union was urged to support these men. Plans for the Prom of the Senior Class of the Law School and the Minstrel Show of the Dental School were put into the hands of a committee and in all probability the league will open within the next week.
A BOOSTER.

We reprint this week a letter from one of the famous crew of 1903. It needs no commentary.

ago Jim Teeran, No. 2 oars, worked mightily for his Alma Mater. Today James H. Teeran of Norfeld, Mass., has not forgotten those days of toil when our American hero strained, heart pounding ever faster than the agonized “stroke” of the coxswain in the last long mile, he gave the best in him for Georgetown. He is still “pulling an oar” to keep his University in the race. For the funnnn like Jim Teeran are the epillars of Georgetown.

The letter to the Editor of the Hoyas follows:

“Of course we all can see the possibilities of the project, and it is probable, if a certain not to be harmful. It is the duty of the student to empty seats and drink for this class of people.

It is the watchword, everyone of them to get in touch with you, but on account of business I have not had the chance until now.

“Would you like to have me take subscriptions, or have your subscription blanks and a good supply of Georgetown men’s names and drink for this class of people.

The big question is still “pulling an oar” to keep his University in the race.

Twentv Years Ago.

The 1901 baseball season opened with a decisive victory over the Maryland Agricultural College by a score of 9-0. This game marked the beginning of a very successful season for the Hilltoppers on the diamond and a summary of the season will show that the Blue and Gray won seven of the twelve college games played. Among the teams that the 1901 nine took into camp were Fordham, Vanderbilt, Penn, and Navy.

The Maryland Agricultural College game was more or less a practice game for the Hilltoppers and a summary of the season will show that the Blue and Gray won seven of the twelve college games played. Among the teams that the 1901 nine took into camp were Fordham, Vanderbilt, Penn, and Navy.

The Maryland Agricultural College game was more or less a practice game for the Hilltoppers and a summary of the season will show that the Blue and Gray won seven of the twelve college games played. Among the teams that the 1901 nine took into camp were Fordham, Vanderbilt, Penn, and Navy.

EVENTS THIS WEEK.

Tuesday—

Baseball vs. V. P. I. on Varsity Field at 3:30.

Debate—Meeting of Philodemic at 8:00.

Debate—Meeting of White at 7:15.

Debate—Meeting of Gaston at 7:15.

Collegiate Minstrels under the auspices of the Dental School at Gonzaga Halls at 8:00.

Thursday—

Baseball vs. V. P. I. on Varsity Field at 3:30.

Debate—Meeting of White at 7:15.

Debate—Meeting of Gaston at 7:15.

Debate—Meeting of Philodemic at 8:00.

Debate—Meeting of White at 7:15.

Debate—Meeting of Gaston at 7:15.

Debate—Meeting of Philodemic at 8:00.

Debate—Meeting of White at 7:15.

Debate—Meeting of Gaston at 7:15.

Debate—Meeting of Philodemic at 8:00.

Debate—Meeting of White at 7:15.

Debate—Meeting of Gaston at 7:15.

Debate—Meeting of Philodemic at 8:00.

Debate—Meeting of White at 7:15.

Debate—Meeting of Gaston at 7:15.

Debate—Meeting of Philodemic at 8:00.

Debate—Meeting of White at 7:15.

Debate—Meeting of Gaston at 7:15.

Debate—Meeting of Philodemic at 8:00.
Ideal Homes Are Those Where Comfort Abounds—Get a

BERKELEY EASY CHAIR

Sold With a Guarantee to Give Satisfaction or Money Refunded

What's more comfortable than a chair built with springs in the back seats and front covered in soft color tapestry—built for comfort at a price that only the maker can sell them at. Save the middleman's profit.

Compare these chairs with chairs offered at $65.00 and you will be sure to buy one or more.

We also specialize in reupholstering, refinishing, fine cabinet work, draperies and slipcovers.

UNITED UPHOLSTERY CO.

Upholsterers and Interior Decorators

911 7th Street, N. W.

PRICE

$34.75

Men's Furnishings

Tysowski

1419 G St. Opp. Keith's

Franklin Square Hotel

905 F St. N. W.

1410 N. Y. Ave. N. W.

ATHLETIC OUTFITTERS

BANQUETS.

DANCES.

CLASSES.

SMOCKERS.

IF IT IS WORTH ATTENDING—IT IS WORTH REMEMBERING

A Photograph Is A Constant Reminder

Schults

Photographer

613 14th Street

Washington, D. C.

Donahue's Pharmacy

Drugs, Soda, Cigars, Cigarettes, Stationery and Toilet Requisites

Franklin Square Hotel

11th at K Street N. W.

Washington's Most Attractive Hotel

WEDDINGS, RECEPTIONS,

DANCES AND

PRIVATE DINNERS

ARE NOW BEING BOOKED

MAIN 4284

J. V. MULLIGAN

Badges, Graduation Medals, Trophies, Class Pins, Fraternity Pins

1110 F STREET N. W.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

The Farmers & Mechanics National Bank

31st and M Streets, N. W.

Organized in 1814—106 years old

We invite your patronage

C. & C.

Coat and Towel Supply Co.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

"At Your Service—Phone Us"

Phone W. 409

J. E. Dyer & Co.

Wholesale Grocers

WASHINGTON, D. C.

The Selwyns present

"BUDDIES"

Donald | Ralph | Peggy

Brian | Morgan | Wood

in the merry

Musical Play "BUDDIES"
RICHMOND 8-1

McCarthy's Pitching and Sheedy's and Bissonette's Hitting Feature One-sided Game.

Richmond University fell before the Blue and Gray Tuesday, 4-1, in a rather listless game. McCarthy twirled for Georgetown, and pitched a fine game. He allowed but one base on balls, and held the visitors to scattered hits. The team gave him excellent support and touched up two Richmond pitchers for 14 bingles, including a double, two triples, and a home run. Sheedy, who bids fair to become Georgetown's home run king, slammed one to deep center in the fourth, and sprinted home ahead of the ball. The hitting was well bunched, all of Georgetown's runs except one being earned.

Sheady started off for Georgetown by driving a triple to left, Sheridan struck out, and Sheedy singled to center. Bissonette scored on Sheedy by doubling into the right field bleachers. Two more runs were added in the next inning when Malley singled, stole second and took third on Cunningham's sacrifice. McCarthy singled on sacrifice, but bunted foul on the third strike. Murphy drew a pass, and Sheridan scored both men by a triple to left. He was stranded when Sheedy was retired on a foul fly.

In the third Kenyon was passed and went to second when Bissonette beat out an infield hit. Flavin bunted and advanced both men. McCarthy lifted a sacrifice fly to center, and Kenyon scored easily. McCarthy started the fourth by driving a swift liner at Thomson, the Richmond pitcher, which he was able to stop. Murphy worked Thomson for another pass, and stole second. Sheridan was out, much to McCarthy's relief, and Murphy took third. Sheedy leaned against a fast knuckleball, drew the throw to let Sheedy slide, and got his throw off perfectly. Kenyon started to second on the first strike, and got a hit by an infielder for the first time in this game. Flavin started the fourth by driving a sharp fly to center, and Kenyon scored easily. McCarthy started the fourth by driving a swift liner at Thomson, the Richmond pitcher, which he was able to stop. Murphy worked Thomson for another pass, and stole second. Sheridan was out, much to McCarthy's relief, and Murphy took third. Sheedy leaned against a fast knuckleball, drew the throw to let Sheedy slide, and got his throw off perfectly. Kenyon started to second on the first strike, and got a hit by an infielder for the first time in this game. Flavin started the fourth by driving a sharp fly to center, and Kenyon scored easily.

McCarthy started the fourth by driving a swift liner at Thomson, the Richmond pitcher, which he was able to stop. Murphy worked Thomson for another pass, and stole second. Sheridan was out, much to McCarthy's relief, and Murphy took third. Sheedy leaned against a fast knuckleball, drew the throw to let Sheedy slide, and got his throw off perfectly. Kenyon started to second on the first strike, and got a hit by an infielder for the first time in this game. Flavin started the fourth by driving a sharp fly to center, and Kenyon scored easily. McCarthy started the fourth by driving a swift liner at Thomson, the Richmond pitcher, which he was able to stop. Murphy worked Thomson for another pass, and stole second. Sheridan was out, much to McCarthy's relief, and Murphy took third. Sheedy leaned against a fast knuckleball, drew the throw to let Sheedy slide, and got his throw off perfectly. Kenyon started to second on the first strike, and got a hit by an infielder for the first time in this game. Flavin started the fourth by driving a sharp fly to center, and Kenyon scored easily.

McCarthy started the fourth by driving a swift liner at Thomson, the Richmond pitcher, which he was able to stop. Murphy worked Thomson for another pass, and stole second. Sheridan was out, much to McCarthy's relief, and Murphy took third. Sheedy leaned against a fast knuckleball, drew the throw to let Sheedy slide, and got his throw off perfectly. Kenyon started to second on the first strike, and got a hit by an infielder for the first time in this game. Flavin started the fourth by driving a sharp fly to center, and Kenyon scored easily. McCarthy started the fourth by driving a swift liner at Thomson, the Richmond pitcher, which he was able to stop. Murphy worked Thomson for another pass, and stole second. Sheridan was out, much to McCarthy's relief, and Murphy took third. Sheedy leaned against a fast knuckleball, drew the throw to let Sheedy slide, and got his throw off perfectly. Kenyon started to second on the first strike, and got a hit by an infielder for the first time in this game. Flavin started the fourth by driving a sharp fly to center, and Kenyon scored easily.
Tea Dance
Every Afternoon, from 4.30 to 6

Supper Dance
Every Evening, 10 to 12 P. M.

Dinner
Every Saturday, 7.30 to 12

Wardman Park Hotel
Connecticut Avenue and Woodley Road
“Columbia Ten Four Hundred for Table Reservations”

FOR DISCRIMINATING DINERS
A BIT OF EUROPE IN WASHINGTON
Madrillon
1304 G St. N.W.
Phone Franklin 5529 for Reservations

TELEPHONE WEST 290
B. REFF
3400 O St.

CLEANING PRESSING
DYEING REPAIRING
Special Rates to College Men

HOTEL LA FAYETTE
16th at Eye Street, N. W., Washington, D.C., announces exclusive and appropriate facilities for all social functions.

HOTEL LA FAYETTE
Tel. Main 4214

WHOLESALE
J. Maury Dove Company
Anthracite COAL Bituminous
Principal Office
1408 H STREET N. W.
Georgetown Branch Sales Office
32nd and N Streets N. W.
616 H Street N. E. 21st and Eye Sts. N. W.

RETAIL

MEYER'S SHOPS
"THE STORE WITH A SMILE"
1331 F Street

WILL HAVE SOME NEW SPORT SUITS AND ACCESSORIES TO SHOW YOU

Monday, 18th
IN THE SENIOR CLASS ROOM

School and Social
Engraving
"HEADQUARTERS" FOR COLLEGE SUPPLIES
LOOSE-LEAF BOOKS
FOUNTAIN PENS
INKS—PENCILS
STATIONERY, Etc.

R. P. ANDREWS PAPER CO.
727-731 13th St. N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Branches: Norfolk, Va.; York, Pa.

FRANCIS HUGHES COMPANY
PACKERS AND GRADERS OF PAPER MILL SUPPLIES
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED
21ST AT LOOMIS, CHICAGO, ILL.
PRIVATE SWITCH ON C. B. & Q. TRACKS
DENTAL STUDENTS TO START DISPENSARY

Will Hold Minstrel Show Next Week To Raise Funds For Clinic.

The Dental School, in response to the appeal of the Board of Education, is planning to establish a free dental clinic in the city. Reports that the teeth of thousands of school children in Washington are going to decay through the negligence of parents aroused the dental students to the need of extending the now limited free privileges of the school laboratory. Both school children and adults will be given instruction and it is hoped in this way that the conditions that are now troubling the Board of Education will be improved. Before the end of the scholastic year the students hope to open a complete station at 920 H Street N. W. It is proposed to add several rooms to take care of as many persons as apply for free treatment and instruction, and a fully equipped operating room will be installed.

In order to raise the initial fund for the station, the dental school students will present a minstrel show at Gonzaga Hall on the evenings of April 20 and 21, at 8:30 o'clock. Unusual interest is being taken in the affair and many of the leading members of the dental profession are cooperating to make it a success. The college Glee Club also will participate in the affair and will contribute several songs to the evening's entertainment. One of the features which the business manager, James A. Sharkey, promises is the "Aching Tooth Jazz Band," composed of dental students. There will also be an original skit, the music having been written by Max Schwartz and the lyrics by Frank Golden.

Hand-tailored Clothes, London-made Aquascutum Topcoats, Furnishings, Hats and Shoes

Franklin Simon & Co. 7th Avenue
2 to 8 West 38th Street, New York
GROUND FLOOR—NO ELEVATORS

LAW SCHOOL GIVES DEBATING MEDAL

Faculty Awards Cash Prizes. Four Students To Contend.

Debating circles in the Georgetown Law School are chiefly interested in the final prize debate for the faculty prize, which will be held shortly to determine the best all-around public speaker and debater among the 1,100 students in the school.

It is announced that the following students, each winner of the four competitive debates already held, will participate for the final honor: John William Fihelly, '22, winner of last week's debate; Bernard E. Shlesinger, Howard F. Recht and J. Emmett O'Neil.

The faculty awards annually a series of prizes to be contested for by the members of the debating societies of the school. The best debater of each of the four debates is awarded a prize of $25 and the prize for the final debate between the four winners of $50. No student who has engaged in one preliminary debate will be eligible for another preliminary debate. The debating societies are under the general supervision of Prof. William J. Kavanaugh, professor of augmentation and public speaking.

The debating prizes for the school year 1919-1920 were won by John Joseph Darby, Jr., John Emmett O'Neil, Warren P. Humicutt and John Joseph O'Day. The winner of the final debate was John Allan Thomas, who was alternate in the first prize debate.

SULLIVAN SMOKES.

Mr. Jeffrey Sullivan, of the class of '23 at the Law School, is the winner of the carton of Chesterfields the Hoyas will give out this week. Mr. Sullivan, who comes from Iowa, holds subscription number 481. The Chesterfields may be obtained from James A. Butler, Business Manager.

Delta Theta Phi, of the Law School, will hold its regular dance next Saturday evening at its house, No. 1 Dupont Circle.

ART ROONEY BACK

In the National Amateur Boxing Championship at Boston, Monday and Tuesday, Art Rooney, Georgetown's fast lightweight bowed to Jenkisson in an extra round. Jenkisson won the championship with Rooney as top man. The Boston matches were Rooney as training bouts for the intercollegiates towards which he is bending all efforts.

DELTA THETA PHI.

Members of the Delta Theta Phi Law Fraternity have organized the organization of a baseball team and will be pleased to arrange games with other fraternity teams in the city. Arrangements may be made by writing Mr. John McCormick, Cus, Dupont Circle, City.